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PICA IS PASSIONATE ABOUT PRINT!
The Printing Industry of the Carolinas is excited to
present the 2018 Fall Management Conference,
November 2-4 at the Myrtle Beach Marriott
Resort & Spa at Grande Dunes.
The curriculum, designed by a group of your peers on
the PICA Conference Committee, is geared to provide
information you need to know to grow in and beyond
the current business climate.
Our speakers are seasoned industry veterans who have
figured out how to meld tradition, innovation, and
communication to maximize their resources. They have
mastered the art of identifying and serving their ideal clients,
and they will show you how to implement these practices in
your business.
We’ll discuss how to dial in your pricing numbers, what
a good MIS can really do for you, and how the
right kind of analytics create leverage for growth.
We’ll also show you why sometimes the best strategy
for your business is an exit strategy – or at least a
plan for one. You’ll also have an opportunity to talk
to our Vendor Partners one-on-one to find out how
to use their products to your best advantage.
While you’re in the educational sessions, we’ll take
your family on an outing to historic Brookgreen
Gardens, where more than 9,000 acres of botanical beauty
wrap around the Lowcountry Zoo. Brookgreen is also home
to the largest collection of American figurative sculpture in
the United States. Admission, transportation and lunch will
be provided.
Book your room reservations now by calling Myrtle Beach
Marriott Resort & Spa at Grande Dunes, (800) 2289290 or go to https://picanet.org/calendar/pica-fallconference-2/. Use the group code of PICPICR to
receive our room rate of $119 per night, plus tax.
Your 2018 Fall Management Conference registration
package should arrive in the mail shortly. Please call PICA
at (704) 357-1150 or (800) 849-7422 with any questions.

Chairman’s Letter

Preparation, Education, Training and Peer

No company, no matter how big, established, or successful
in the past, is guaranteed participation in the upturn.
And initial participation is no guarantee of continued participation.
~ Andrew D. Paparozzi, Chief Economist, Idealliance
Such a profound statement. As our industry continues to show signs of continued growth, no company
can consider itself safe in today’s business climate. While signs continue to show that growth in the print
industry is likely to continue, savvy print owners simply cannot let their guard down.
As we strive to make our companies profitable and participate in the burgeoning growth economy, what
can we do to ensure that we keep our sights on “things important” so our companies remain financially
healthy into the future? Andy Paparozzi has it right when he states, “No company… is guaranteed
participation in the upturn.” Put another way, one cannot assume that past success guarantees future
success. I can think of no industry that has gone through such meteoric change over the last 20 years
as the printing industry. Technology, “what’s important” and “how we do it” has changed dramatically.
What we used to do to be successful has changed and continues to do so!
One of the key elements of the Chairman’s letter is to continue to promote the value and benefit of
membership in our association. This letter is no different. As I read the State of the Industry Report - Print
2018, written by Mr. Paparozzi and published by Idealliance, it dawned on me how important it is that,
as a business owner, I seek to keep my finger on the ever-changing pulse of our industry. From offset to
digital, wide format to packaging, and taking our rightful seat at the table of marketing know-how, it is
obvious that our challenge is not easy. Simply put, how do we keep up?
Participation, education, training and peer engagement all contribute to allowing us to understand
and know what’s next! By the time this article is published, webinars provided by our association
will cover high value conversations on topics you need to hear! Just this summer, we have covered the
critical implications of tariffs, the Wayfair Decision and its effects on sales tax exposure, winning online
customers through offline communication, and much, much more.
Often, I take the attitude that I am too busy to listen or to participate in just one more thing, and yet
every time I participate in a PICA event or function, I come away with value, information and improved
relationships with peers that prove over and over to be invaluable!
In a few short months, our 2018 PICA Fall Management Conference will take place in Myrtle Beach.
There, you will have opportunities to “lean in” on things important relating to our great industry.
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Engagement Prepare Printers for Success
The changing tide always creates waves we must learn to deal with. You’ll have a chance to talk shop with
fellow business owners who face the same challenges you face. Where else can you spend a couple of days
and walk away with such great value?
If you are not participating in the informative webinars, Fall Conference, and other activities, you’re just
missing out – and possibly insuring that your peers are learning and gaining ground on what truly is next!
Preparation during times of great opportunity enables you to survive and possibly thrive when things
take a downturn. And as always, we know things will turn!
So, I challenge you: Look closely at the list of webinars and educational events planned over the next few
months. Take your seat and participate in the upturn by insuring you and your company are prepared for
what lies ahead! Your PICA membership is not just another membership. It’s your key to keeping pace
with the changes and opportunities our great industry offers!
I look forward to meeting you! Join us at the 2018 PICA Fall Management Conference,
November 2-4, at the Myrtle Beach Marriott Grande Dunes.
And while you are at it, have a look at these educational events and webinars established just for you!
Webinars are added frequently, so keep an eye on them at www.picanet.org.
•
•
•
•

How to Gain a Competitive Advantage and Increase Profits with Lean Sales
September 20, 2018, 2-3 pm
Merger & Acquisition Trends in Today’s Print Environment
October 9, 2018, 2-3 pm
HR Update
November 7, 2018, noon-1 pm
Attributes of High-Growth Companies
December 11, 2018, 2-3 pm

P.S. Be sure to take a hard look at all of our sponsors.
Our vendor partners work hard to help provide
meaningful content for all the special events and
webinars! They are our partners – here to help us
all navigate our way to taking our seat on the
rising tide this economy offers!

Walter Payne
PICA Chairman
ImageMark
Walter.payne@imagemarkonline.com

GO TO THE PICA WEBSITE, SIGN UP, AND
PARTICIPATE IN THE UPTURN!
September/October 2018
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Should You Recheck Your Budget Hour Rates?
As budget hour rates (BHR) are central to your
estimating system and your pricing is determined
by it, it’s natural to think that you should check
to be sure they’re right. It’s not that difficult of
a spread sheeting exercise. But, before you
start crunching numbers, you should give some
serious thought as to what “right” means.

If you define it as a process of finding the “cost” of doing a job in your plant, the answer is extremely dependent
on how you choose to allocate overhead (factory, equipment and front office) and even more on how many hours
you plan to operate. The cost of the press in a three-shift operation is less than half of its cost in a single shift one.
It’s important to realize that “cost” defined in this way is not a hard number like the cost of a skid of paper, but
the product of a set of assumptions about allocating overhead and most importantly, hours of operation, which
may or may not match what actually will happen.
Finally, you should consider the use of the numbers that your system will produce. For most printers, the primary
use is to determine pricing – the quote is a function of the estimate which is a function of the materials (usually
with mark-ups) and BHRs times the number of hours projected to do the work. The anomaly of this approach
is that it ignores the customer who will have to write the check. A customer has no interest in how much you
believe your press costs you to run. They are very interested in the value that the project will confer on them and
what they believe that they would pay for it from an acceptable alternate supplier. Of course, you tend not to
think much about “value,” but you do think a lot about alternate suppliers/competitors.
If you quote $1,000 and the order goes to someone else, you grumble about competitors “who don’t know their
costs” and move on. However, the competitor with a three-shift operation might be quite happy with their
$900 price. The reality is that very likely the $1,000 job only really involved the expenditure of around $600
(paper, buy-outs, factory wages and commissions), leaving you with $400 to pay for the overhead and ultimately
produce profits. Had you sold it at $900, you would have gotten $300, but you didn’t, so you got zero.
Having failed to get the order, you are now a little further from fully utilizing your plant, which is moving in the
wrong direction – away from full utilization. Therefore, your pricing system can’t be locked into an unmoving
utilization assumption but should help you move to full utilization. Does that mean that you must lower all of
your prices? Of course not! Many of your customers are paying your existing prices and you don’t want to change
that. Indeed, if you almost always get the order, that’s a signal that you’re leaving money on the table. Your path
to full utilization is through the customers who are not giving you orders now, but who have work in reasonable
quantities that fits your operation – those are the people that your pricing system must target.
You originally thought that your BHRs should better reflect “reality.” Before you start filling spreadsheets with
numbers, you should reflect that if the numbers are going to be lower, they may cause you to leave even more
money on the table with solid customers, but not enough to get more doors opened. If the numbers get higher,
you may pick up some dollars left on the table but walk away from more sales. The only solution is to key your
pricing to individual customers, as some will pay more and others less. Your objective should be to get as much as
there is to get – but get the order. That’s reality!
If you need a hand sorting out your BHRs or would like to learn more about matching prices to customers
to get those orders, The Management Guys are here to help.
4
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Get to Know Manchester Industries

Clive Gillanders, Manchester Industries Director of Sales and Marketing, took a
few moments to tell us about MI and how their services benefit PICA members.
1. Who is Manchester Industries?
Manchester Industries was founded in 1978 as a recycled paperboard mill. In 1981 the first sheeter was purchased, and
since that time Manchester has grown to become one of the leading converting facilities in the country. With five locations,
500,000 square feet of manufacturing and warehouse space, and a capacity of over 150,000 tons of finished product annually,
we are uniquely positioned to provide service and solutions in paperboard sales, sheeting, and distribution.
2. What sets Manchester apart from other paperboard providers?
Manchester Industries offers advanced sheeting equipment, industry leading premium paperboard inventories, and over
40 years of industry experience. Our goal is to meet and exceed our customers’ expectations regarding delivery, quality,
consistency, and value. We are committed to providing the right mix of products and solutions to help you win, and we
have a history of growing successful strategic partnerships with our customers and mill partners. From our sales team to our
customer service support, when you call Manchester Industries you will always hear a smile.
3. How important is sustainability to your company?
Sustainability is very important to Manchester. We offer a variety of paper and paperboard grades with Chain of Custody
certified by leading Forest Stewardship organizations that are recognized by PEFC, SFI and FSC. Additionally, Manchester
has internal goals and initiatives to reduce energy and landfill usage.
4. How can PICA members benefit from partnering with Manchester?
Manchester Industries has been supplying printers for over 40 years and understands their business. We sell paper and
paperboard and our team of sales professionals and customer service are experts in this field. It’s Manchester’s policy to only
sell first line, mill-backed material so you have first quality every time. Our inventory is one of the largest in the industry and
is constantly turning to ensure prime quality for your printing needs.
5. How is Manchester Industries responding to the recent market changes?
We are constantly analyzing new locations and investments to better serve our customers while striving to match our customer
needs with new product offerings. Manchester offers “just in time” deliveries to minimize customers’ storage requirements
and, as order sizes shrink, our speed to market philosophy ensures preserving our customers’ reaction time to quick turn
orders. We continue to invest in our people and customer service to ensure you get fast efficient, accurate information.
Manchester ... “we sheet you right.”

Clive Gillanders was born in Ireland, University educated in Scotland and
relocated to the US by UK/SBS manufacturer Tullis Russell to develop the
US market. Gillanders currently leads Manchester’s ongoing focus on service
engagement, product mix, and sales development. He brings more than
20 years of paper and paperboard expertise to this role. Prior to joining
Manchester Industries, he held positions in domestic and international sales
and marketing for Finch Paper, Suzano Pulp and Paper, and Tullis Russell.
September/October 2018
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International Trade Commission Rules to Reverse Newsprint Tariffs
The following press release was posted on the STOPP website on
August 29, 2018, following the International Trade Commission’s hearing
on tariffs on Canadian imports of uncoated groundwood paper.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. – Stop Tariffs on
Printers & Publishers (STOPP), a coalition
of printers, publishers, retailers, paper suppliers
and distributors, today welcomed the U.S.
International Trade Commission’s (ITC)
decision to terminate duties currently being
applied to uncoated groundwood paper, or
newsprint, imports from Canada and issued
the following statements:

“From the start, we knew this tax on newsprint would
immediately harm commercial printing companies,
book printers, service companies, equipment suppliers
and ultimately, consumers,” said Michael Makin,
president and CEO, Printing Industries of America.
“After analyzing the facts, the ITC has issued the right
decision to protect American jobs across the country.
Small businesses that are part of the printing industry
can breathe a sigh of relief.”

“Today is a great day for American journalism. The
ITC’s decision will help to preserve the vitality of local
newspapers and prevent additional job losses in the
printing and publishing sectors,” said David Chavern,
president and CEO, News Media Alliance. “The end
of these unwarranted tariffs means local newspapers
can focus once again on playing a vital role in our
democracy by keeping citizens informed and connected
to the daily life of their communities.”

Newsprint used by U.S. newspapers and
commercial printers consists of two-thirds of
uncoated groundwood paper. The spike in the
cost of paper prompted harm across the industry
− and forced many local newspapers to scale back
reporting and reduce the number of editions they
publish. The tariffs also repressed demand by small
businesses that use printed advertising inserts and
flyers to reach customers.

The U.S. Department of Commerce imposed
anti-dumping and countervailing duties on
uncoated groundwood paper made in Canada in
response to a petition filed by North Pacific Paper
Company (NORPAC), a paper mill located in
Longview, Washington. Following an in-depth
investigation, the ITC rejected NORPAC’s claim
that it was facing injury from alleged unfair trade
practices by Canada. The ITC’s ruling that U.S.
newsprint producers were not materially harmed
by subject imports from Canada effectively puts
an end to protective tariffs that the Commerce
Department imposed earlier this year and revised
just this month.

In the face of the threat to 600,000 American jobs
in the newspaper, retail, printing and publishing
industries, a broad and diverse coalition pursued all
available avenues to advocate that public officials
help put an end to the tariffs, including a petition
signed by more than 11,000 Americans from all
50 states. Roughly 150 Members of Congress
expressed opposition to the tariffs with letters to
key Administration officials, testimony delivered
before the ITC, or co-sponsorship of legislation
in the House and Senate. In addition, Both the
Teamsters and the Communication Workers of
America wrote letters opposing the tariffs, along
with many others.
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Management Values and Disciplines Determine Long-Term Success
Customers will determine what our industry looks like, including what technologies prevail. Additionally, if
you can’t improve your customers’ business performance, there’s no need for your existence.
As our great industry becomes more fragmented, important customers will continue to select the suppliers who
demonstrate they can serve that customer’s needs better, and not just for the short term but for the long term.
There are a few values and disciplines that can positively affect your participation in this great industry, long term.
Neglect these values at your peril.
1. CULTURE COUNTS.

I know of a company that is growing 15-20% each year.
Profits are improving each year (their revenues should
hit about $43 million this year). Their CEO is inspired
to develop a great organization – not just a growing and
profitable company – and his customers feel a partnership
with this organization. He writes a letter to his employees
every two weeks – to be placed in their paycheck envelopes
– telling them what’s gone well, what customers have told
the company, what great wins have occurred (and who
made it happen), what their current challenges are, and
what’s coming over their horizon. He’s been doing this for
several years, and subordinate department heads have asked
him not to stop. There’s almost no employee or customer
turnover. Culture in this company is not taken for granted.
Their values are printed in 24-inch letters on plant walls
and down hallways. What they do to create this culture is
an article or a book in itself.
2. TALENT.

A treasured client once asked, “Why would anyone
who’s really smart want to join a small-to-modest graphic
communications organization?” If you can’t attract and retain
talented personnel, you’re toast. It’s not all about pay with
this younger generation (thank goodness). It IS much about
opportunities to learn, develop professionally, experience,
and make a difference in their communities.
3. WRITTEN PERFORMANCE REVIEWS.

These are a cutting-edge tool that too few organizations
employ. If you want to insure performance improvement in
each employee and department, engage this fundamental
discipline at least every six months.

4. RELENTLESS AND COMMITTED EDUCATION OF
CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES AND SUPPLIERS.

My mantra: Education of the customer drives demand
to the sponsor. Our industry is too often in a rut, not
knowing or promoting the use and value of print. They
need to know how print is the better investment for
creating results and elevates the value of almost all other
promotion media.
5. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT.

As your marketplace changes, you must change with
it. Most organizations have resources they’re not
communicating, including what they can do, and its value.
That includes use of databases for research and problem
solving, programs for creating leads, improved trade show
performance, reduced postage, cross-media programs,
improved fundraising, knowing which customers value you
most – and why – revised remuneration plans for attracting
top talent, and improved focus on understanding a select
group of customers’ performance needs.
6. CUSTOMER, EMPLOYEE AND SUPPLIER SURVEYS.

What’s it worth to know what your most important
constituencies want improved? Which customers want a
long-term agreement? (Does that change the performance
and value of your company?) Which of your most valued
employees are planning to leave out of frustration? What
supplier resources have you overlooked or don’t know about
– but should?
7. SYSTEMATICALLY POSTING DEPARTMENT AND
WORK TEAM PERFORMANCE.

This is critical for continuous improvement.

Consolidation within our industry appears to be occurring at a rapid pace. Relentless management disciplines, in
pursuit of performance improvement, will ultimately determine who is here 10 years from now.
Sid Chadwick has devoted his entire career to Business-to-Business and Business
Development venues. Chadwick Consulting primarily serves the graphic communications
industry. Sid works to improve individuals’ and organizations’ revenues and profitability.
Many organizations in and outside the graphic communications industry access his many
published articles at chadwickconsulting.com. Sid can be reached at 336-558-4939.

September/October 2018
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Four Ways to Lower Your Credit Card Processing Rate
What is the Best Rate?
While there are many things that separate one credit card
processor from another, pricing is a huge factor that has an
immediate impact on you, the merchant. However, with
over 1,200 separate interchange rates, the age-old question
of “What rate do you offer?” requires a much more detailed
response. Several factors affect the actual cost of accepting
payment with a credit card – industry, customer card type,
processing method, settlement time, etc. Many variables
impact what your customer’s card actually costs you. So,
how do you lower your rate when processing credit cards?
Four Ways to Lower Your Rate
Just because there are over 1,000 different rates, and
numerous factors that impact the cost of accepting any
given credit card, doesn’t mean you are helpless in reducing
your costs. There are definitely best practices that can help
you reduce costs and improve your bottom line. Here are
four ways to lower your rate when processing credit cards.
1. Swipe or Dip – If you have a customer in front of you,
swiping or dipping the card will get you a lower rate than
manually keying in the same card. Interchange rates are
closely related to risk – the more risk a transaction holds,
typically the more expensive it is. By keying in a card
manually, the card brands (Visa, MasterCard, Discover,
American Express) see that as card-not-present. Any time a
card is considered to be away from the point of sale, higher
risk is implied, thus a higher cost for that transaction. Long
story short: if you can see the whites of their eyes, swipe
or dip the card. Do everything you can to avoid manually
keying in a transaction.
2. Data, Data, Data – If you operate in a card-not-present
world (e-commerce or mail/telephone orders), the more
customer information you can provide, the lower your
rate will be. With every transaction, providing the AVS
information, which is the customer’s street address and
zip code, will help qualify your transactions at the lowest
possible rate. Even greater savings can be achieved with
Level III interchange. This is unique to business and
purchasing cards. Lowering the rate to this level requires
a substantial amount of data to be submitted, usually
from a specialized gateway like the one offered by BASYS
Processing.
3. Settlement Times – Setting your terminal up for autosettlement is a quick update to any piece of equipment
8
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and can help improve your situation immediately. Many
merchants have not been taught that leaving transactions
un-settled in a terminal for more than 24 hours actually
makes those transactions cost more! Except for very unusual
circumstances, your processor should set your equipment to
auto settle at the same time every day.
4. Right Tool for the Job – While the credit card terminal
is still the standard means to accept a card payment, there
are numerous other solutions, frequently unique to an
industry. There are systems designed to accept credit cards
specifically for e-commerce businesses, and systems that are
designed just for restaurants. Other systems are designed
to operate in a business-to-business (B2B) environment, or
for companies whose primary sales are recurring monthly
payments. Just because the terminal you’ve been using for
the last five years technically works, that doesn’t mean it’s
the best fit for you right now. We recommend continually
working with your credit card processor to learn what
options are available to you, and ensure you’re using the
solution that can offer you the lowest rate qualifications and
other helpful functionalities.
Stay Engaged
While these are some general ways you can lower your rate
and control your costs, the most important thing is to stay
engaged. Just because you’ve always paid certain fees, doesn’t
mean those are fees you should still be paying.
BASYS Processing would be happy to provide you with
a FREE SAVINGS ANALYSIS to show you how we can
drive down your rates, ensure you are using a processing
system that is the best fit for your business, and improve
your overall credit card processing experience.
If you have any questions about the credit card industry
– lowering your rate, EMV chip card acceptance,
chargebacks, PCI Compliance, mobile processing –
reach out to Basys at (800) 386-0711 and ask for Kyle
Brown, or send an email to savings@basyspro.com.
If you’d like to learn more about BASYS and connect via
social media, you can go to:
www.basyspro.com/ppi
www.linkedin.com/company/basys-processing-incwww.twitter.com/BASYSProcessing
www.pinterest.com/basysprocessing
www.instagram.com/basysprocessing
www.vimeo.com/basysprocessing

SAVE THE DATE

Olde Sycamore Golf Plantation
7500 Olde Sycamore Drive
Mint Hill, NC 28227
www.oldesycamoregolf.com

7th Annual PICA Foundation Golf Classic
Wednesday, October 17, 2018

ENJOY A FUN AFTERNOON OF GOLF AND
PRIZES, NETWORK WITH PEERS, AND SUPPORT
THE FUTURE OF THE PRINTING INDUSTRY.
Tournament Details
• $500 per foursome OR $150 per player
• 1:00 p.m. Shotgun Start
• Captain’s Choice
• Practice greens and driving range available

DON’T MISS OUT!
CALL PICA AT
(704) 357-1150 OR
(800) 849-7422 TO
REGISTER TODAY.

Proceeds will fund PICA Foundation programs and scholarships in the Carolinas, including:
• Community college scholarships for Graphic Communications students
• Career Day events at Appalachian State and Chowan Universities.
• Graphic Communications Awards Program at Clemson
• Continuing education for Graphic Communications teachers through the Print Force
Immersion program
• Internship scholarships

The PICA Foundation is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. Over the past 35 years, the PICA Foundation has proudly awarded
more than $500,000 in scholarships to Graphic Communications students at select colleges across the Carolinas.
September/October 2018
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Member News
GLS Expands Sun Solutions’ Product Line
Graphic Label Solutions is now a division of Sun
Solutions, bringing 35 years of experience in the labels and
decals printing industry to Sun. Sun’s in-house offerings
have now expanded to include indoor, outdoor, vehicle and
window decals, custom labels, barcode and thermal labels,
UL/cUL approved labels, polycarbonate and polyester
overlays, membrane switches and much more.

Mac Papers Opens New Wide Format Demo Center
Mac Papers recently announced the opening of its newest
wide format demo center. Located at the Mac Papers
Nashville branch, the center showcases the latest wide
format printing and finishing technologies from best-inclass equipment manufacturers including Roland DGA,
Mutoh America Inc., Canon Solutions America, Geo Knight
& Co, and Printware.
“We’re extremely pleased to offer our customers a fourth
location in the Southeast where they can get handson wide format equipment and media experience and
training,” said Marty Davis, director of wide format and
graphics for Mac Papers. “Mac Papers is committed
to helping commercial printers and sign and display
businesses excel in the growing wide format segment. As
part of that ongoing commitment, Mac Papers plans to
operate a demo center within a four-hour drive of all the
areas we serve throughout the southeastern U.S.”

Heidelberg Receives 2018 Intertech™ Technology Award
PIA has recognized Heidelberg’s Primefire 106 with
the distinguished 2018 InterTech™ Technology Award.
With 39 awards, Heidelberg is the most decorated
manufacturer in the industry.
The Primefire 106 is the first commercially available
industrial inkjet digital printing system in the 70 x 100 (40”)
format designed to achieve high production volumes.
Based on the robust Heidelberg Speedmaster XL 106
platform, the Primefire gives packaging printers the
confidence of over 80% available print uptime, while
also integrating seamlessly into offset environments.
Primefire’s direct to sheet 7-color imaging registration
allows for unique security features and variable content
for anti-counterfeiting packaging designs. The Primefire
offers the highest quality 1,200 x 1,200 dpi with initial
production speeds of 2,500 sheets per hour and is
designed to achieve volumes of up to 1.5 million sheets
per month. The modular platform allows for further speed
increases and feature updates without having to replace
the press.
“The Primefire is the start to a new era in digital printing
technology,” said Dan Maurer, Vice President of Digital
Product Management for Heidelberg North America.
“We’re extremely proud to be recognized by Printing
Industries of America for the prestigious 2018 InterTech™
Technology Award. This is an exciting time in the graphic
communications industry, and we are eager to see how
this new technology will impact the industry and our
customers in years to come.”
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Heritage Custom Signs & Displays Purchases EFI VUTEk
Heritage Custom Signs & Displays
has announced the purchase of the
EFI VUTEk large format printer. Its
features include:
• Eight colors plus white
• Resolutions of true 600 dpi or
true 1000 dpi
• White ink and multilayer print
capability
• LED technology for greener
printing
• Continuous Print for up to
60 - 4’x8’ boards per hour
The VUTek LED UV printer is faster and more efficient, while
producing top level quality print to rigid substrates and roll
materials. The ink curing technology extends the range of
supported substrates, and eight-color plus unique multilayer white print capability and true grayscale technology
enable the printer to take on a variety of new applications.
Gallus, Heidelberg Exhibit Combined
Strength at Labelexpo Americas 2018
Gallus and Heidelberg recently announced the completion
of their full integration in North America. To highlight
their commitment to the label industry and to show the
combined strength of both companies with their aligned
product portfolios, Gallus and Heidelberg will join together
to exhibit in Booth 6150 at Labelexpo Americas 2018,
September 25-27, 2018 at Donald E. Stephens Convention
Center in Rosemont, Illinois.
Gallus will unveil their new Smartfire digital label printing
system to the North American market, and Heidelberg’s
Omnifire 250 4D inkjet digital printer will be available for
demonstration. Gallus and Heidelberg now offer a complete
print shop solution for label printers – all from a single source.

Member News
Wikoff Color Introduces Updated Aquakotes
Wikoff Color’s updated family of Aquakotes
is designed to fulfill all of your water coating
needs, with a consistent formulary backbone
you can count on. These coatings offer an
assortment of end-use properties paired
with reliable and predictable performance on press. The
Aquakote Family is comprised of 10 products ranging from
standard matte, gloss and satin finishes to more tactile
textures such as soft-feel and velvet-touch.
Aquakote is suitable for a wide range of substrates, from
paper and paper board to poly board and non-absorbent
substrates. Additionally, this family of products includes
coatings for both roll-to-roll and chambered anilox systems.
For more information about the Aquakote Family of
coatings, please contact your local Wikoff representative.
PICA Congratulates Sun Solutions on 35th Anniversary

Signet Announces BindTech and Finish Line Merger
Signet LLC has announced a full merger with holding
companies BindTech LLC of Nashville and Finish Line
Binderies LLC of Cleveland. Finish Line will be fully
integrated with BindTech, the industry-leading book
bindery service provider, and adopt BindTech’s branding.
Company leadership expects the two companies to be
fully integrated by the third quarter of 2018.
Chad Dillon, General Manager of BindTech, worked in
management at Finish Line for many years and now
oversees both divisions from the Nashville location. “This
merger allows us to become a solutions provider for
our clients by allowing us to address their needs with a
holistic approach. We can allocate resources and execute
logistics at a higher level utilizing the resources and
benefits of each location,” Dillon said. “The move allows
for integration of logistics which will improve turnaround
times and efficiency in bids and workflows. Being able to
load-share jobs and produce solutions geographically will
help our sales pitch tremendously.”
Heritage Adds MCT Flatbed Router
Heritage Custom Signs & Displays recently purchased
an MCT VersaTech2™ “The VersaTech2 is amazingly
fast and accurate,” Heritage Production Manager Brent
Thompson said. “The TigerVision™ software enables us
to easily complete hundreds of projects a day.”
Features include:
• Working Area: 3.2m (126”) x 1.65m (65”)
• Maximum Material Thickness: 50cm (2”)
• Maximum Speed: 2,000mm/sec (78”/sec)
• Maximum Acceleration: 12.5M/sec2 – 1.23G

Condolences

To the family of Tim McKeon, Senior VP Service &
Operations, Koenig & Bauer, on his recent passing.

Sun Solutions recently celebrated 35 years in business!
In that time, they have added locations in South Carolina,
Georgia, Arkansas and Tennessee, and expanded to
include Mailing, Grand Format, Marketing, Branded
Merchandise, Labels and much more. Although many
things have changed over the last 35 years, they are proud
to still have two of the original founders involved every
day and the other one enjoying grandkids in retirement.
Congratulations!
2018 SGIA Expo Registration Open
Registration is open for the 2018 SGIA Expo, held October
18-20 in Las Vegas. Registration for the Expo is free
through September 19. Over 500 exhibitors will be on
hand to provide you with new ideas, applications and
technologies to catapult your business to new levels.
There will also be a 72-session conference program to
complement the Expo floor. To register and learn more
about the 2018 SGIA Expo, go to SGIAexpo.org.

To the family of Michael Deward Briggs, Sr., brother-inlaw of Walter Payne, ImageMark, Gastonia, NC, on his
recent passing.

New Members

Advantage Book Binding, Inc. • Christine Webbert
Baltimore, MD • (410) 760-0008 • c.webbert@comcast.net
Advantage Book Binding is a trade shop founded in 1985.
They specialize in case binding, perfect binding, and
echanical binding products, along with book and Bible
repairs. They also provide services through The Book
Boutique, making and designing unique book art, selfpublished books, and custom books.
Digital Color Concepts • Stephen Marsico
Matthews, NC • (704) 847-8808
This team of G7-Certified technicians provides products
and services to the graphic arts, textile, printing and
packaging industries worldwide. They specialize in
helping businesses implement color management,
process control, and standardization.
September/October 2018
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Webinar: M&A Trends in
Today’s Print Environment
PICA Foundation Annual
Golf Tournament, 7th Edition
Olde Sycamore Golf Plantation
Mint Hill, NC

December
11:

2019

January

11: PICA Awards Entry Deadline
19-21:
PICA Awards Judging

March
30:

18-20: 2018 SGIA Expo
Las Vegas, NV

November
2-4:

PICA Fall Conference
Marriott Grande Dunes
Myrtle Beach, SC

7:

Webinar: HR Update

Webinar: M&A Attributes of
High-Growth Companies

PICA Awards Banquet
Renaissance Hotel
Charlotte, NC

February
6:

Webinar: HR Update

